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Life is made more interesting by the challenges we face.  

As a graphic designer, the continually shifting landscape of 

our industry has given me countless opportunities to grow 

and create. Thoughtful design and self-evaluation have made 

my process and results stronger, while also teaching me the 

value of adaptation. I meet change with eagerness and a 

positive outlook, both personally and professionally, and am 

always ready to move decisively forward. Whether the project 

is complex or simple, collaborative or singular, structured or 

free-form, I embrace the chance to design solutions.
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Redefine an identity and brand through the meaning of its 

soul and mission.

KB Adventures is a reimagining of a failed brand, KB Toys.  

Redefined as an adventure and travel company, KB’s target 

audience needs were determined and evaluated to f ind a 

proper market.

The mission and history of the brand were researched and  

analyzed to define the brand’s soul. With this soul as a basis,  

the company was rebranded as a travel adventure company. 

Logos, primary and secondary colors and typefaces were set  

as brand standards.

The goal was to make KB a relevant brand and keep its soul, 

“Experience Real Play” intact.
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This brand identity brings high design to an industry  

typically lacking in focus: men’s grooming products.

Audience research, gaps in the marketplace and concept  

exploration drove the creation of this identity. Men’s self-care  

is a booming industry, with a plethora of new products 

available to consumers. These products often make creating 

a sense of masculinity their only focus, leaving their branding 

confused and incohesive.

The CHOPS standards are established through clean and 

consistent design, utilizing elements that demonstrate a 

modern take on a classic barbershop. Type, pattern and  

color choices are nostalgic yet new, while staying focused  

on both hierarchy and legibility.
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Design unique typographical and hierarchical solutions that 

work as a system, while highlighting the natural beauty of 

botanical photography.

In this project, Karl Blossfeldt: Nature as Art by Robert  

Beresford was explored as an example of developing an 

organized hierarchy, layout and grid system. Blossfeldt 

became known for highlighting previously unseen details 

in his photographs of plants, flowers and seeds. 

The color choices reflect the earthy, and sometimes gloomy 

mood of the photos. A consistent grid keeps the type in  

mind and in order, while also allowing for creative use 

of the negative space. The photographs themselves 

ultimately drove the structure of this project. Their intricacy 

is contrasted by a simple layout, which allows them to be 

the focus, and the serif fonts have an almost stem-like feel, 

reflecting the organic subject matter. 
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Identify, design and execute a brand identity for a passion 

project: graphic design meets giving back.

Trupr is meant to f ill the void between what the Department 

of Veteran Affairs can provide and the where veterans are 

themselves. Government agencies are hard to navigate;  

battling the bureaucracy makes it diff icult to get help in a 

timely manner. From job interviews to just putting food on 

the table, Trupr supports our soldiers.

In this project, the goal was to brand an organization that 

would give back to this unique market: veterans. The bold  

colors and slab serif type are simple yet sophisticated.  

Brand extensions are stylized versions of actual military gear, 

providing a smooth transition from service to civilian life. 
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Using color as the primary design feature, shades of the color 

white becomes the subject, the medium, and the message.

In this Type Explorations project, experimentation, creativity 

and unconventional forms were the focus. The chosen color 

(white) would drive the messages being conveyed, both as 

object and subject. Research into typical words and phrases 

linked to the color (“white as snow”, “little white lies”, etc.) 

would provide inspiration, as well as the opportunity to  

concept the physical creation of these messages.

Whether hand-formed or digitally created, the photographs 

in this section detail these unique type experiments. Each 

concept was worked and reworked to f ind the best way to 

visually and verbally articulate each phrase.  Type is playfully 

yet painstakingly represented in such forms as ice cubes 

and aspirins, feathers and sand.
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Develop a new brand identity that will be used across the 

Rush system, all campuses and branded materials.

The new brand expression will be used long term to build 

brand recognition and equity in “one Rush.”

A departmental effort to develop a new identity that is 

approachable, warm, confident, dynamic and visionary. 

After market research, green was determined to be unique 

in the market place and represent the brand as trusted and 

became a consistent element.

The selected tagline — Excellence is just the beginning —

serves as a vast platform from which to develop a new voice, 

messaging strategy, and tone for the Rush brand.
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South lobby: north wall

Elevators 

Paulina St. exit
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North lobby: south wall
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Lobby elevator bank: south wall
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Lobby elevator bank: south wall

Welcome.

Armour Academic Center

College of Health and Sciences
College of Nursing
Rush Medical College
The Graduate College

Rush University

10

9

7

5

4

2

Classrooms 1098, 1096, 1094 
College Administration
Conference Room 1080N

Academic Center Auditorium
Classrooms 903-975 
Lecture Hall 976
McCormic Educational Technology Center
Student Study Lounge

Audiology Lab 704
Classroom 710–713, 732, 733
Class lab 722–725; 740–723
Respiratory Lab 747
Student Study Hall

Lecture halls 539 & 540
Library at Rush University
Student study Lounge 
Training Rooms 503–560

College Admission Services
Main Street
Medical Staff  Off ice
Parking Garage

Cafeteria
Conference Rooms 210 & 211

Exit Paulina and Harrison 
Lobby 
Rush University Bookstore1

South

U N I V E R S I T Y  E N T R A N C E/ U N I V E R S I T Y  E L E VAT O R S/
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North

Lobby elevator bank: north wall
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Lobby elevator bank: north wall
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5th floor elevators: north wall

Armour
What’s new

Rush Fresh  
Market
Celebrate the start of fall by stopping by Rush’s 
Atrium Building for the final fresh market of  
the season. We’ll offer fresh produce and bakery 
goods, sponsored by the Department of Food  
and Nutritional Services. Credit cards and cash  
will be accepted.

Fresh produce, baked 
goods, West Side vendors 
7:30am – 1:30pm,  
while supplies last

Cooking demo
11:30am – 12:30pm 

Ground floor lobby of the 
Atrium Building, or outside if 
weather permits

Friday
September, 14
2019

Rush University Medical Center 

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet lemm.

Research study

Learn more about 
Biological Rhythms 
Research Laboratory at 
rushu.rush.ued/brri.

Email us directly at  
sleepsocialdrinking@ 
rush.edu.

What

Who

Length

Requirements

Compensation

 Study to learn more about the affect drinking has 
on sleep 

 Healthy men and women 21-45 years who have  
at least one drink per week

 8 days, follow-up interviews every 3 months  
for 1 year

First 7 days: sleep at home with a wrist monitor

  8th day: spend an afternoon/evening in our lab 
filling out questionnaires, completing computer 
tasks, having your eyes tested, providing saliva 
samples

Over the next year: take 4 follow-up interviews

 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
study; up to $45 for each follow-up interview

Excellence is just the beginning.

Rush Copley Medical Center

Crash course in  
colon health

Get the scoop on the scope with this free program. Join  
gastroenterologist Tommy Pacana, M.D., and a team of Rush 
Copley digestive health nurses as they share their expertise and 
answer your questions on topics such as: 

Colon cancer / Prevention / New colonoscopy prep options / 
What to expect before, during and after a colonoscopy

Registration required, so sign up today at RushCopley.com  
or 866-4Copley (866-426-7539)

Jane Smithlander, M.D. 

Longest two line title goes here  
Rush Copley Medical Center 

Where
Kendall County Health Dept 
811 W John St, Room 136, Yorkville, IL 60560

Free
Raffle & refreshments provided

Friday, September 14, 2019

Erum quiderio. Itatium il molorer natiber ferferum et fuga. Ucillupid mo volupta 
ssuntium non rest, volum haruptae veles voloreprat dolorpor ad ut volumquiae 
veliquam et venihilibus sitem quis eatiamus. Pudam quamus aperemquo que lam 
qui blamus, odionse quasincidem quam quate sunt veliquatem nonsecae perum dis 
susapid elluptaque laborrum estiosa sunti debitem iducian totaque vellati.

Which health trends to toss and which to take seriously? 

Join family medicine physician Neha Kapil, M.D., registered 
dietician Michelle Cordes and group exercise supervisor  
Amy Joerger as they address today’s health trends, including:

Medical wearables / Digital detoxing / Clean eating /  
Extreme diets (raw, gluten free) / Extreme exercising /  
Body weight training

Space is limited, so register today at RushCopley.com or 
866-4Copley (866-426-7539)

Rush Copley Medical Center

Health trends:  
Fact vs myth

Where
Kendall County Health Dept 
811 W John St, Room 136, Yorkville, IL 60560

Free
Raffle & refreshments provided

Friday, September 14, 2019

Excellence is just the beginning.

Join our Heart  
Walk team
Demonstrate your support for Chicago’s West Side by 
joining Team Rush for the 2018 Heart Walk. Money 
raised will go toward helping the American Heart 
Association and its partners provide healthy meals 
and education to the community. Check out Inside Rush to 

learn how you can earn a dri-
fit shirt and hoodie, and win 
an Apple Watch

Friday
September, 14
2019

Transportation 
Buses depart from Rush 
(Flournoy and Paulina)  
at 10am

Where:  
Soldier Field

Here’s how to register:
1. Visit MetroChicagoHeartWalk.org

2. Click “Register”

3. Click “Join a Team”

4. Follow the prompts

Rush Fresh  
Market
Celebrate the start of fall by stopping by Rush’s 
Atrium Building for the final fresh market of  
the season. We’ll offer fresh produce and bakery 
goods, sponsored by the Department of Food  
and Nutritional Services. Credit cards and cash  
will be accepted.

Fresh produce, baked 
goods, West Side vendors 
7:30am – 1:30pm,  
while supplies last

Cooking demo
11:30am – 12:30pm 

Ground floor lobby of the 
Atrium Building, or outside if 
weather permits

Friday
September, 14
2019

What

Who

Length

Requirements

Compensation

Research study

Social drinking 
& sleeping 
patterns

Learn more about Biological 
Rhythms Research Laboratory 
at rushu.rush.ued/brri.

Email us directly at  
sleepsocialdrinking@ 
rush.edu.

Rush University  
Medical Center

 Study to learn more about the affect drinking has 
on sleep 

 Healthy men and women 21-45 years who have  
at least one drink per week

 8 days, follow-up interviews every 3 months  
for 1 year

First 7 days: sleep at home with a wrist monitor

  8th day: spend an afternoon/evening in our lab 
filling out questionnaires, completing computer 
tasks, having your eyes tested, providing saliva 
samples

Over the next year: take 4 follow-up interviews

 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
study; up to $45 for each follow-up interview

From October 1-22, 2018, you’ll have the opportunity  
to help us make Rush even safer. 

By completing the confidential survey, not only will  
you be making a difference, you’ll be entered to win  
an Amazon Echo Plus and other great prizes.

Check your Rush inbox today!

Excellence is just the beginning.

Survey on safety: October 1-22

Share your
voice

Enter to win  
an Amazon  
Echo Plus
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for 1 year

First 7 days: sleep at home with a wrist monitor

  8th day: spend an afternoon/evening in our lab 
filling out questionnaires, completing computer 
tasks, having your eyes tested, providing saliva 
samples

Over the next year: take 4 follow-up interviews

 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
study; up to $45 for each follow-up interview

From October 1-22, 2018, you’ll have the opportunity  
to help us make Rush even safer. 

By completing the confidential survey, not only will  
you be making a difference, you’ll be entered to win  
an Amazon Echo Plus and other great prizes.

Check your Rush inbox today!

Excellence is just the beginning.

Survey on safety: October 1-22

Share your
voice

Enter to win  
an Amazon  
Echo Plus
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Medical Center

 Study to learn more about the affect drinking has 
on sleep 

 Healthy men and women 21-45 years who have  
at least one drink per week

 8 days, follow-up interviews every 3 months  
for 1 year

First 7 days: sleep at home with a wrist monitor

  8th day: spend an afternoon/evening in our lab 
filling out questionnaires, completing computer 
tasks, having your eyes tested, providing saliva 
samples

Over the next year: take 4 follow-up interviews

 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
study; up to $45 for each follow-up interview
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Rush Fresh  
Market
Celebrate the start of fall by stopping by Rush’s 
Atrium Building for the final fresh market of  
the season. We’ll offer fresh produce and bakery 
goods, sponsored by the Department of Food  
and Nutritional Services. Credit cards and cash  
will be accepted.

Fresh produce, baked 
goods, West Side vendors 
7:30am – 1:30pm,  
while supplies last

Cooking demo
11:30am – 12:30pm 

Ground floor lobby of the 
Atrium Building, or outside if 
weather permits

Friday
September, 14
2019

Rush University Medical Center 

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet lemm.

Research study

Learn more about 
Biological Rhythms 
Research Laboratory at 
rushu.rush.ued/brri.

Email us directly at  
sleepsocialdrinking@ 
rush.edu.
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 Study to learn more about the affect drinking has 
on sleep 

 Healthy men and women 21-45 years who have  
at least one drink per week

 8 days, follow-up interviews every 3 months  
for 1 year

First 7 days: sleep at home with a wrist monitor

  8th day: spend an afternoon/evening in our lab 
filling out questionnaires, completing computer 
tasks, having your eyes tested, providing saliva 
samples

Over the next year: take 4 follow-up interviews

 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
study; up to $45 for each follow-up interview

Excellence is just the beginning.

Rush Copley Medical Center

Crash course in  
colon health

Get the scoop on the scope with this free program. Join  
gastroenterologist Tommy Pacana, M.D., and a team of Rush 
Copley digestive health nurses as they share their expertise and 
answer your questions on topics such as: 

Colon cancer / Prevention / New colonoscopy prep options / 
What to expect before, during and after a colonoscopy

Registration required, so sign up today at RushCopley.com  
or 866-4Copley (866-426-7539)

Jane Smithlander, M.D. 

Longest two line title goes here  
Rush Copley Medical Center 

Where
Kendall County Health Dept 
811 W John St, Room 136, Yorkville, IL 60560

Free
Raffle & refreshments provided

Friday, September 14, 2019

Erum quiderio. Itatium il molorer natiber ferferum et fuga. Ucillupid mo volupta 
ssuntium non rest, volum haruptae veles voloreprat dolorpor ad ut volumquiae 
veliquam et venihilibus sitem quis eatiamus. Pudam quamus aperemquo que lam 
qui blamus, odionse quasincidem quam quate sunt veliquatem nonsecae perum dis 
susapid elluptaque laborrum estiosa sunti debitem iducian totaque vellati.

Which health trends to toss and which to take seriously? 

Join family medicine physician Neha Kapil, M.D., registered 
dietician Michelle Cordes and group exercise supervisor  
Amy Joerger as they address today’s health trends, including:

Medical wearables / Digital detoxing / Clean eating /  
Extreme diets (raw, gluten free) / Extreme exercising /  
Body weight training

Space is limited, so register today at RushCopley.com or 
866-4Copley (866-426-7539)

Rush Copley Medical Center

Health trends:  
Fact vs myth

Where
Kendall County Health Dept 
811 W John St, Room 136, Yorkville, IL 60560

Free
Raffle & refreshments provided

Friday, September 14, 2019

Excellence is just the beginning.

Join our Heart  
Walk team
Demonstrate your support for Chicago’s West Side by 
joining Team Rush for the 2018 Heart Walk. Money 
raised will go toward helping the American Heart 
Association and its partners provide healthy meals 
and education to the community. Check out Inside Rush to 

learn how you can earn a dri-
fit shirt and hoodie, and win 
an Apple Watch

Friday
September, 14
2019

Transportation 
Buses depart from Rush 
(Flournoy and Paulina)  
at 10am

Where:  
Soldier Field

Here’s how to register:
1. Visit MetroChicagoHeartWalk.org

2. Click “Register”

3. Click “Join a Team”

4. Follow the prompts

Rush Fresh  
Market
Celebrate the start of fall by stopping by Rush’s 
Atrium Building for the final fresh market of  
the season. We’ll offer fresh produce and bakery 
goods, sponsored by the Department of Food  
and Nutritional Services. Credit cards and cash  
will be accepted.

Fresh produce, baked 
goods, West Side vendors 
7:30am – 1:30pm,  
while supplies last

Cooking demo
11:30am – 12:30pm 

Ground floor lobby of the 
Atrium Building, or outside if 
weather permits

Friday
September, 14
2019
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filling out questionnaires, completing computer 
tasks, having your eyes tested, providing saliva 
samples

Over the next year: take 4 follow-up interviews

 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
study; up to $45 for each follow-up interview
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to help us make Rush even safer. 
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on sleep 
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 Up to $500 upon successful completion of 8-day 
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Rush River North 
Adult primary care, multiple specialties.

rush.edu/make-an-appointment

Same-day 
primary care 
appointments.

 
Comprehensive 
women’s health 
services

Same-day 
primary care 
appointments.

Comprehensive 
women’s health 
services

Rush River North 
Adult primary care, multiple specialties.

rush.edu/make-an-appointmentWelcome
539 N. Dearborn Street

No Public Restroom

Welcome
Early morning, evening 

and Saturday hours.

Make an Appointment

Rush.edu/rivernorth | (312) 549-4400 

North Side of Building

West Side of Building

R I V E R  N O R T H  B U I L D I N G  FA C A D E/

Rush River North 
Adult primary care, multiple specialties.

rush.edu/make-an-appointment

Same-day 
primary care 
appointments.

 
Comprehensive 
women’s health 
services

Same-day 
primary care 
appointments.

Comprehensive 
women’s health 
services

Rush River North 
Adult primary care, multiple specialties.

rush.edu/make-an-appointmentWelcome
539 N. Dearborn Street

No Public Restroom

Welcome
Early morning, evening 

and Saturday hours.

Make an Appointment

Rush.edu/rivernorth | (312) 549-4400 

North Side of Building

West Side of Building
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Online scheduling  
right from  
your phone  
rush.edu/
southloop

(312) 454-2700

Imaging

Xray

MRI

CT

Mammography

Ultrasound

Online scheduling 
right from  
your phone  
rush.edu/
southloop

(312) 454-2700

Welcome
Early morning, evening 

and Saturday hours.

Make an Appointment

1411 S. Michigan Ave.

S O U T H  L O O P  B U I L D I N G  FA C A D E/
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R U S H  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R  E L E VAT O R S/
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20RUSH  |  External launch campaign concepts  |  May 2, 2018

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN  Transit

6RUSH | South Loop opening | July 19, 2018

Bulletin

22RUSH  |  External launch campaign concepts  |  May 2, 2018

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN  Transit wrap

R U S H  SYS T E M 
E X T E R N A L  A D V E R T I S I N G/
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CAMPAIGN LANDING PAGE  Fall integration

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar
Rush near you
Ask us anything

Share +

Excellence is 
outperforming.

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is just the beginning.

Rush near you

Connect with us

Setting the bar

Stories of excellence

Share +

Excellence is 
outperforming.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from 
research that’s redefi ning the practice of 
medicine, to more than 30 locations to 
bring you convenient care.

49RUSH  |  External launch campaign concepts  |  May 2, 2018

Excellence is 
outperforming.

Excellence is thinking outside the microscope. Here we’re not bound by 
conventional methods—real-time data informs real-time decisions, doctors 
double as professors, and nurses lead research teams. Doing things diff erently is 
how we get patients the best possible outcomes, and create stories of excellence.

Stories of excellence

 

Setting the bar

Rush near you

Share +

Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue. Vivamus 
sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus 
dolor auctor.

Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue. Vivamus 
sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus 
dolor auctor.

Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue. Vivamus 
sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus 
dolor auctor.

Dolor set amet

Dolor set ametDolor set amet

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Ask us anything

Excellence is just the beginning.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar
Rush near you
Ask us anything

Share +

Excellence is 
outperforming.

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is just the beginning.
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CAMPAIGN LANDING PAGE  Fall integration

A way to withstand 
Alzheimer’s Disease in sight

Jo� rey Ballet selects 
doctors at Rush to be 
company physicians

Delayed delivery at vending 
machines prompts healthier 
snack choices

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar

Rush near you
Ask us anything

Share +

Excellence is relentless drive. Every day our patients inspire 
us—to provide award-winning care and make discoveries 
that make the diff erence.

NEWSAWARDS

among academic medical centers Highest possible quality rating from Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)

among academic medical centers Safety rating from Leapfrog across 
all three Rush hospitals

1st in Illinois

#4 nationally “A”

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is 
outperforming.

Excellence is just the beginning.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar
Rush near you
Ask us anything

Share +

Excellence is 
outperforming.

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is just the beginning.
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Stories of excellence

Setting the bar

Ask us anything

Share +

60502
Rush University 
Medical Center

Rush Oak Park

Rush Copley

Rush Copley  Rush Oak Park

Rush University Medical center

Excellence is really close. With three award-winning hospitals, 
a world-class university, and more than 30 outpatient locations 
across Chicagoland, it doesn’t matter where you are—Rush’s 
expert teams are never far.

Enter your zip code to find a location near you. 

Hospitals in system

3.6 mi

13.3 mi

20 mi

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is 
outperforming.

Excellence is just the beginning.

Rush near you

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar
Rush near you
Ask us anything

Share +

Excellence is 
outperforming.

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is just the beginning.

R U S H  SYS T E M 
W E B S I T E  R E D E S I G N/
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CAMPAIGN LANDING PAGE  Fall integration

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar

Rush near you

Ask us anything

Share +

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is 
outperforming.

Excellence does the legwork for you. If you have a question 
about a doctor, procedure, or simply how we do things at Rush, 
let us know and we’ll track down the answer.

Name Question

Email

Phone

Excellence is just the beginning.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Excellence is many things at Rush, from research 
that’s redefi ning the practice of medicine, to more 
than 30 locations to bring you convenient care.

Stories of excellence

Setting the bar
Rush near you
Ask us anything

Share +

Excellence is 
outperforming.

© Rush Health 1653 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago, IL 60612

Careers Donate

Excellence is just the beginning.



Raising donations to support Chicago’s West Side in 2019, 

Autism in 2018 and the Rush Children’s Hospital in 2017,  

Casino Night brings donors out for a night in support of a 

good cause.

Rush University Medical Center’s Philanthropic Events team 

work on a yearly Casino Night to support a cause. The theme 

for each night is conceptually  planned to the smallest detail. 

O B J E C T I V E/

S T R AT E GY/

07 /08

D E L I V E R A B L E S/ 
Invitations 

Programs 

Tickets 

Directional Signs 

Banners

C L I E N T/ 
Rush University Medical Center

Y E A R/ 
2019

Casino Night Event
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Create a visual system for the inauguration of the fourth 

Rush University president.

With the inauguration of a new president, Rush University 

wanted to celebrate the occasion. This was an event with a 

few days of events that needed to work seemlessly together. 

From invitation to motion graphics for the live stream,  

I designed a fresh look that expanded on the Rush branding 

that was already created.

O B J E C T I V E/

S T R AT E GY/

D E L I V E R A B L E S/ 
Logo 

Invitations 

Programs 

Tickets 

Directional Signs 

Banners 

Light Displays 

Vinyl Graphics 

Elevator Wraps

C L I E N T/ 
Rush University

Y E A R/ 
2019

08/08

Inauguration Event
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Thank you for your time. 


